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Introduction

Markets are changing around the world. Technological innovation produces a steady stream of new products and services that are disrupting old patterns of economic activity and delivering new value to consumers. At the same time, many of these technologies are also creating new opportunities for rent-seeking behavior by firms. With the rapid pace of innovation, the rise of a small number of big technology firms, and the creation of new ways for companies to collude and evade regulators, the nature of antitrust law and its enforcement will also surely change in the years ahead. Rapid changes in the marketplace bring with them increases in public clamoring and calls for legislative action to rein in big tech firms. These developments also present regulators with new reasons to explore using technological innovations to enhance their own performance in overseeing private market activity.

We cannot forecast exactly what direction the substance of antitrust law will take in the years to come, nor do we take any normative position here on what that substantive direction should be. But we do foresee a shift in antitrust regulators’ own use of technology, and we articulate here why antitrust regulators can and should do more to expand their reliance on artificial intelligence (AI) tools to undertake their work. Simply put, we argue that to keep pace with the changing technologically advanced market landscape, antitrust authorities need to enhance their internal capacities both to monitor and analyze markets with speed and accuracy and to identify potential regulatory violations in need of investigatory scrutiny. In the years ahead, antitrust regulators will increasingly turn to what we might call antitrust by algorithm.

We begin in Part I by highlighting how digital technologies, including advances in the use of sophisticated algorithms, have created new opportunities for subtle and evasive forms of anticompetitive behavior by private firms. In Part II, we show how the growing digital complexity of the private marketplace will lead antitrust regulators to rely on many of the same kinds of technologies as private firms do—but instead to advance regulatory purposes, such as detecting anticompetitive behavior and allocating limited enforcement resources. We conclude in Part III that successfully pursuing antitrust by algorithm will require that antitrust regulators confront key institutional challenges in the years ahead, building up their technological and human capital to ensure that they use algorithmic tools effectively in ways that avoid legal vulnerabilities and that ensure public trust and confidence in these tools.

I. Antitrust in an Algorithmic Marketplace

For many decades after the enactment of major antitrust laws in the United States and other major economies, it appeared that regulatory organizations could
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2 A similar argument, but for regulators more generally, can be found in Cary Coglianese, Optimizing Regulation for the Optimizing Economy, 4 J. PUB. AFFS. I (2018).
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oversee the pace of change in the economic marketplace if they simply hired more staff members. Indeed, the most well-regarded antitrust authorities around the world also tend to be the largest.³

But in recent years, the nature and pace of change in marketplaces around the world has dramatically shifted to a point where simply hiring more experts may not be enough. Markets have transformed along many dimensions. E-commerce, for example, has become a mainstay within the retail marketplace. Firms have increasingly adopted automated systems to set prices and track business transactions. Market conduct is progressively complex and rapidly changing, and markets have become increasingly more networked and collaborative.⁴

Although antitrust officials have long sought to rely on careful, sophisticated analysis of competition and consumer welfare, now they must seek to fulfill their responsibilities in the face of firm behavior that can fluctuate rapidly and subtly through algorithms, such as with the use of finely differentiated pricing, digital transactions, and new forms of industrial organization.⁵

In this new marketplace emerging around the world, firms in the private sector are conducting a greater number of transactions with more complex structures. An upwards global trend has arisen in the number of mergers and acquisitions across an array of sectors, including pharmaceuticals, media and entertainment, and digital services.⁶ Firms, universities, and startups are all entering more technology transfer agreements.⁷

In addition, studies report an increase in deal complexity as firms hunt for ways to create value in a crowded market.⁸ Agreements now often involve carve-outs,
scale deals, and capability-driven investments, such as technology firms’ increased acquisition of cloud-based, mobile, online, and big data technologies.9 And the day-to-day operation of these firms often relies heavily on data processing, including real-time processing of marketplace factors, automated tracking of supply chains, and collection of massive amounts of data on consumer preferences. Overall, in an economy increasingly driven by data analysis, access to and control over data correspondingly becomes an increasing potential source of market power.10

One example of the changing landscape that has potential antitrust implications can be found with the growing reliance on firms’ dynamic pricing algorithms. Dynamic pricing refers to a set of pricing strategies aimed at increasing profits by adjusting the set price according to changing variables in supply and demand.11 When a product has limited capacity and an expiration date, technology now allows a firm, with relative ease, to make larger swings in prices while still being assured of the sale.12

Dynamic pricing strategies were introduced by American Airlines in the 1980s and depended upon the company’s internal management system that tracked route demand, number of seats, and other factors.13 These strategies reportedly yielded American Airlines an extra $500 million per year.14 They also offered the potential to yield significant gains in consumer welfare. In the context of airline prices, evidence indicates that consumers benefit overall when leisure travelers who make reservations in advance receive lower prices than business travelers who make last-minute reservations.15

Although welfare-enhancing gains may not always be realized in every industry, the advancement of e-commerce and digital technology does mean that a wider array of firms can use dynamic pricing strategies in real time.16 Moreover, perfect price discrimination, which was long viewed as impossible, is now increasingly possible to approximate.17 In the past, traditional retailers were often constrained by lack of data on supply and demand, as well as simple physical limitations associated with the need for manually relabeling prices on products. But


9 Id.
12 Id.
13 Id.
14 Id.
15 Id.
today, e-commerce retailers can easily gather data on competitors’ prices as well as other variables and then effortlessly modify prices of their products numerous times per day. One study found that the price of products sold by firms using dynamic pricing algorithms fluctuated ten times more than human-priced products, and that firms using dynamic pricing algorithms accounted for one-third of the best-selling products sold by third parties on Amazon.

Dynamic pricing algorithms extend beyond e-commerce retailers. Uber employs a similar price-surging algorithm to set the price of a rideshare according to real-time factors such as available drivers and demand for rides. In times of bad weather or at rush hour, for instance, ride fares will be subject to a fare multiplier. Uber defends the practice as merely adjusting for supply and demand to prevent long wait times and promote ride completion rates. But even if an ordinary auction market would clear the same way—that is, increase price as buyers increased—the use of an algorithm allows for real-time, rapid, and perfect price discrimination. And even if algorithmic systems can adjust prices for legitimate reasons, they also allow new possibilities for anticompetitive behavior.

In fact, Uber has already been sued for alleged antitrust violations related to its use of algorithms. In 2015, Uber was charged with allegations that its price-surging algorithm created an anticompetitive conspiracy between Uber and its drivers because each driver had expressly agreed with Uber to charge certain fares “with the clear understanding that all other Uber drivers are agreeing to charge the same fares.” With advancements in the sophistication and reach of smartphone technology and ridesharing applications, Uber has been able to coordinate agreements between “hundreds of thousands of drivers in far-flung locations” despite the fact that none of the drivers had communicated directly with one another. Although the arbitrator in the lawsuit ultimately decided in favor of Uber due to a lack of evidence of agreements among drivers to work for the same price, what the district court judge wrote in that case aptly describes the challenge for antitrust today and into the future: “The advancement of technological means for the orchestration of large-scale price-fixing conspiracies need not leave antitrust law behind.”

---

13 Id. at 824.
14 Id. at 825.
16 Meyer, 174 F. Supp. 3d, at 826 (citing United States v. Ulbricht, 31 F. Supp. 3d 540, 559 (S.D.N.Y. 2014) (“[If] there were an automated telephone line that offered others the opportunity to gather together to engage in narcotics trafficking by pressing ‘1,’ this would surely be powerful evidence of the button-pusher’s agreement to enter the conspiracy. Automation is effected through a human design; here, Ulbricht is alleged to have been the designer of Silk Road.”).
Such automation via price-setting models, along with increasing access to comprehensive market information, presents new challenges for antitrust regulators. Algorithmic price-setting opens the door to a series of both intentional and unintentional market distortions.\textsuperscript{[27]} It also opens the door to possible efficiencies that could advance consumer welfare. But distinguishing between market distortions and market efficiencies will be difficult.\textsuperscript{[28]}

Furthermore, algorithmically facilitated anticompetitive conduct in multi-firm interactions may not always be detectable through traditional means. In some cases, interactions between dynamic pricing algorithms may lead to obviously absurd results. For example, two booksellers that both employed Amazon’s dynamic pricing algorithm eventually pushed the price of a used textbook to nearly $24 million.\textsuperscript{[29]} But in other cases, pricing algorithms may facilitate less dramatic but no less real collusive price-fixing strategies. In 2015, for instance, a Californian poster and framed art dealer pleaded guilty to coordinating with other art dealers to use price-fixing algorithms to set the price of artworks on Amazon.\textsuperscript{[30]} In that case, the defendant apparently used the algorithm as a tool in an intentional scheme to act anticompetitively. Similarly, in 2016, the U.K. Competition and Markets Authority determined that two competing sellers of licensed sports and entertainment posters infringed upon competition law by agreeing with one another that they would not undercut each other’s prices for posters sold on Amazon’s U.K. website—and then using automated pricing software to effectuate that agreement.\textsuperscript{[31]} In 2018, the European Commission sanctioned four electronics manufacturers for price-fixing in the consumer retail market.\textsuperscript{[32]} The manufacturers had used a digital algorithm to monitor retailers’ pricing to ensure it met the minimum price in their scheme; in turn, the retailers used an automated pricing system to match their competitors’ prices.\textsuperscript{[33]}

We do not mean to suggest, of course, that the use of algorithms for setting prices will or should be inherently suspect. Our point is simply that the increasing complexity of business behavior and its reliance on sophisticated digital technology is likely to make the antitrust regulator’s task correspondingly complex,

\[\text{footnotes}\]
\textsuperscript{[27]} Chen, Mislove & Wilson, supra note 16, at 10.
such that the government would benefit from the use of digital technology too.\textsuperscript{34} Pricing algorithms represent only one private sector use of new algorithmic tools. Businesses may also be able to leverage algorithms in other creative but anticompetitive ways. For instance, just as multiple businesses might agree to no-poach agreements with one another in order to fix compensation at artificially low levels,\textsuperscript{35} businesses might now use salary algorithms to effectuate similar compensation-fixing—and without overt evidence of agreement so long as the companies have not agreed with each other on the use of a single algorithm. In addition, much concern appears today over ways that algorithms might be used by platform firms to engage in subtle forms of self-preferencing behavior, which could well in some cases constitute unlawful anticompetitive conduct.\textsuperscript{36} Other new non-price forms of anticompetitive behavior may arise, such as the prospect of firms using automated natural language processing tools to manipulate and fake online consumer reviews in an effort to gain a competitive advantage.\textsuperscript{37}

Moreover, with autonomously learning algorithms, it may not only be easier for business owners and managers to fulfill their anticompetitive intentions and actively collude in more subtle ways, but the algorithms themselves may also make collusive decisions independently of any human decision-maker.\textsuperscript{38} Such unconscious collusion may come about, for example, if firms rely on a common intermediary algorithm to set prices or if self-learning algorithms interact and learn to collude with one another.\textsuperscript{39} From the standpoint of businesses’ managers, algorithmically fostered anticompetitive behavior may be completely unconscious, even though its welfare harms would remain just as real for consumers.\textsuperscript{40}

\textsuperscript{34} We note, for example, that machine learning has been used successfully to identify when online retailers are themselves using algorithms for dynamic pricing, Chen, Mislove & Wilson, supra note 16.

\textsuperscript{35} In re High-Tech Emp. Antitrust Litig., 985 F. Supp. 2d 1167 (N.D. Cal. 2013).

\textsuperscript{36} See, e.g., Helena Quinn, Kate Brand & Stephan Hunt, Algorithms: Helping Compe,

\textsuperscript{37} See, e.g., Justin Johnson & D. Daniel Sokol, Understanding AI Collusion and Compliance, in THE CAMBRIDGE HANDBOOK OF COMPLIANCE 881, 889–92 (Benjamin van Rooij & D. Daniel Sokol, eds., 2021).

\textsuperscript{38} Algorithms’ ability to collude autonomously should not be overstated, nor would such a circumstance necessarily constitute an antitrust violation under current law. See, e.g., Podcast: How Pricing Algorithms Learn to Collude, MIT TECH. REV. (Oct. 27, 2021), https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/10/27/1038815/podcast-how-pricing-algorithms-learn-to-collude/ (“These self-learning algorithms don’t have understanding, much less mutual understanding, which is really what’s required in the context of the law.”) (quoting Joseph Harrington); Ulrich Schwalbe, Algorithms, Machine Learning, and Collusion, 14 J. COMPETITION L. & ECON. 568 (2018) (arguing that coordinated and tacitly collusive behavior between algorithms is difficult to achieve).

\textsuperscript{39} For instance, banks may use algorithms to set their own interest rates relative to benchmark interest rates. If numerous banks used the same algorithm with the same objective functions, antitrust law would need to determine whether the banks came to an improper agreement or merely made unilateral decisions. See Jeff Lubitz & Grace Meyer, LIBOR-Based Financial Instrument Antitrust Action Settles at $21.775 Million, ISS INSIGHTS (Sept. 2, 2020), https://insights.issgovernance.com/pos/libor-based-financial-instrument-antitrust-action-settles-at-21-775-million/.

\textsuperscript{40} The actual likelihood of such algorithm-derived collusion is currently uncertain and debated in the literature. For a concise review of this literature, see Johnson & Sokol, supra note 37, at 883–85. Moreover, the extent to which such autonomous collusion is or should be deemed illegal remains under discussion. See, e.g., Joseph E. Harrington, Developing Competition Law for Collusion by Autonomous Artificial Agents, 14 J. COMPETITION L. & ECON. 331 (2018).
We have presented what is far from an exhaustive list of ways that algorithms are likely to complicate the work of antitrust authorities around the world. We have pointed to automated pricing systems and the prevalence of other kinds of algorithmic market decision-making simply to illustrate how innovations in the private use of algorithms are likely to present new challenges for competition authorities. Private sector use of algorithms in these and other ways will likely make it easier for firms to evade regulators—or at least will make it harder for regulators to distinguish between legal and illegal conduct. We do not claim that private sector deployment of algorithms will always or even often be problematic under existing antitrust law in the United States or elsewhere in the world—nor are we taking any position on whether the substance of antitrust law necessarily should change in light of these technological developments. Rather, our point is that, under nearly any scenario of the future, algorithms will change the conduct of business in ways that will likely prompt governmental authorities to see it necessary to deploy similar algorithmic tools in overseeing the marketplace.

II. Toward Antitrust by Algorithm

We thus see a strong case for regulators to become more versed in using innovative technologies similar to those used by private firms. Just as algorithmic tools have exacerbated the complexity and dynamism of the marketplace and created new challenges for antitrust enforcement, these same technological advances may also help antitrust regulators better pinpoint potential legal violations. The new marketplace will likely put a premium on antitrust

---


45 Antitrust regulators inherently face challenges in detecting unlawful behavior because "effective collusion is clandestine," William E. Kovacic, Robert C. Marshall & Michael J. Meurer, Serial Collusion by Multi-Product Firms, 6 J. ANTITRUST ENG’T 296, 298 (2018). But with the ability to make more fine-grained decisions, firms’ anti-competitive behavior will likely grow harder for antitrust authorities to detect if they fail to enhance their own analytic capacities. For example, it has been suggested:

If new technologies make coordinated interaction more likely, competition enforcers will need to focus more on coordinated effects in merger analysis at lower market concentration thresholds, … [Algorithmic price discrimination] may increase the chances that a given merger will harm consumers in some relevant market even if the remaining post-merger competition is sufficient to protect the majority of consumers.


46 As Salil Mehra has noted, “as the competition they oversee becomes more complicated, enforcement agencies will need to develop increased technical competence to understand new forms of algorithmic competition.” Salil K. Mehra, Algorithmic Competition, Collusion, and Price Discrimination, in THE CAMBRIDGE HANDBOOK OF THE LAW OF ALGORITHMS 169, 205 (Woodrow Barfield, ed., 2020).

47 See Giovanna Massarotto, Using Tech to Fight Big Tech, BLOOMBERG L. (Sept. 27, 2021), https://news.bloomberglaw.com/tech-and-telecom-law/using-tech-to-fight-big-tech (“Government’s adoption of emerging technologies would help deepen its understanding in the same technologies that now rely on data, and the markets it wants to oversee. The truth is that government could not think of moving
authorities’ use of algorithmic tools simply to keep pace with the use of these tools by the private sector.\footnote{Coglianese, Optimizing Regulation, supra note 2.}


also introduces a new category of market power: companies with “paramount significance for competition across markets,” which encompasses digital players that have significant influence on certain markets without having significant market shares in those markets.\textsuperscript{52} Dominant firms with financial strength and access to data relevant for competition are prohibited from conduct that creates self-favoring, impedes competitors by leveraging market power, uses data collected in a market in which it is dominant to create or increase barriers to entry in other markets, hinders interoperability and data portability, and provides insufficient information to other firms to evaluate its services.\textsuperscript{53}

Regardless of the precise direction that antitrust law should take in the years ahead—a substantive question which we do not address here—competition regulators will need to adapt their operations to respond better to new market conditions and business practices.\textsuperscript{54} Already, regulators in domains other than antitrust are discovering the value of big data and machine-learning algorithms for maximizing the impact of their limited enforcement resources.\textsuperscript{55} Digital algorithms are being widely used to answer a perennial challenge facing regulators: namely, how to allocate scarce auditing attention optimally among millions of transactions and thousands of firms so as to “find the needles in these haystacks, with limited staff.”\textsuperscript{56} For example, the U.S. Internal Revenue Service uses algorithmic tools to detect tax evasion\textsuperscript{57} and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services uses these tools to identify fraud in the health care sector.\textsuperscript{58} The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission also now uses machine learning to detect instances of securities fraud.
and insider trading.\textsuperscript{59} A survey conducted across the U.S. federal government found that regulators increasingly use AI tools as a means of setting enforcement priorities—indeed, enforcement makes up the second largest category of use cases identified in the survey.\textsuperscript{60}

Algorithmic tools have achieved demonstrable improvements in government agencies’ ability to forecast accurately—which has also been the main impetus for deploying them in the private sector.\textsuperscript{61} For example, machine-learning algorithms have been found to improve the ability of environmental regulators to detect violations of water pollution rules by up to six times that of other methods.\textsuperscript{62} Border officials have used them in Greece to detect individuals with asymptomatic cases of COVID-19, improving the identification of such cases by more than two times conventional screening cases.\textsuperscript{63} They have been adopted to help in the detection of violations of fisheries’ bycatch limitations,\textsuperscript{64} the forecasting of recidivism in bail and parole decisions,\textsuperscript{65} and choices about where to send building inspectors and general police patrols.\textsuperscript{66} It is not hard to foresee an emerging era across government of increasing administrative reliance on “adjudication by algorithm” and even “rulemaking by robot.”\textsuperscript{67}

Although antitrust authorities do not appear to have moved as quickly to adopt AI tools as have other regulators,\textsuperscript{68} they are starting to see value in exploring ways to use the same kinds of innovative computational tools that other governmental authorities are using.\textsuperscript{69} The U.K. Competition and Markets Authority, for instance,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{60} Id. at 17. The largest category was regulatory research, analysis, and monitoring.
\item \textsuperscript{61} For a review of studies showing how machine-learning algorithms can make improvements in the performance of governmental tasks, see Cary Coglianese & Alicia Lai, Algorithm vs. Algorithm, 72 DUKE L.J. 1231 (2022). See also DANIEL KAINEHMAN, OLIVIER SIBONY, CASS R. SUNSTEIN, NOISE: A FLAW IN HUMAN JUDGMENT (2021).
\item \textsuperscript{62} See Miyuki Hino, Elinor Benami & Nina Brooks, Enhancing Environmental Monitoring Through Machine Learning, 1 NATURE SUSTAINABILITY 583, 583–84 (2018).
\item \textsuperscript{64} See Richard Berk, Forecasting Consumer Safety Violations and Violators, in IMPORT SAFETY: REGULATORY GOVERNANCE IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY 131 (Cary Coglianese, Adam M. Finkel & David Zaring eds., 2009).
\item \textsuperscript{65} See Richard Berk, Lawrence Sherman, Geoffrey Barnes, Ellen Kurtz & Lindsay Ahlman, Forecasting Murder Within a Population of Probationers and Parolees: A High Stakes Application of Statistical Learning, 172 J. ROYAL STAT. SOC’Y SERIES A 191 (2009).
\item \textsuperscript{66} See Coglianese & Lehr, supra note 55.
\item \textsuperscript{67} Id.; see also LAW AS DATA: COMPUTATION, TEXT, AND THE FUTURE OF LEGAL ANALYSIS (Michael A. Livermore & Daniel N. Rockmore eds., 2019); OMEI BEN-SHAHAR & ARIEL FORAT, PERSONALIZED LAW: DIFFERENT RULES FOR DIFFERENT PEOPLE (2021).
\item \textsuperscript{68} See Ai Deng, \textit{An Antitrust Lawyer’s Guide to Machine Learning}, 32 ANTITRUST 82, 83 (2017) ("The antitrust community is largely playing catch-up on technical aspects of AI and ML.")
\item \textsuperscript{69} The U.S. Department of Justice’s Antitrust Division, for example, has undertaken efforts to “increase the division’s capabilities and engagement in emerging technologies relevant to antitrust enforcement.” Press Release, Justice Department Joins Computational Antitrust Project at Stanford Law School, U.S. Dept. of Just. (Jan. 19, 2021), https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-joins-computational-antitrust-project-standard-law-school. Similarly, the European Commission has initiated research “on how Artificial Intelligence could potentially improve DG Competition’s processes of evidence management, legal drafting, and market intelligence gathering.” EUR. COMM’N: COMPETITION POL’Y, Enhanced publicity on low and middle value contracts, https://ec.europa.eu/competition-policy/single-market-programme-smp/calls-tenders-contracts/ex-ante-publicity-low-and-middle-value_en (last
is pursuing the use of algorithmic techniques and other efforts "to understand how firms are using data, what their machine learning (ML) and AI algorithms are doing, the consequences of these algorithms and, ultimately, what actions authorities need to take."\(^{77}\)

Interest in algorithmic tools is also growing among antitrust legal scholars who are identifying possible ways to supplement—or even at times supplant—traditional approaches to antitrust regulation and enforcement through the use of AI and blockchain technologies. Thibault Schrepel, for example, has issued what can be considered a manifesto for antitrust by algorithm, arguing that, as "markets are becoming increasingly complex and dynamic in today’s economy, \(t\)his complicates the task of antitrust agencies, each day a little more."\(^{78}\) Schrepel explains that, "[a]gainst this background, the implementation of computational methods is becoming necessary to maintain and improve antitrust agencies’ ability to detect, analyze, and remedy anticompetitive practices."\(^{79}\) He specifically points to the potential for new digital technologies to enable antitrust regulators to process vast quantities of data and large volumes of text more quickly and more effectively.\(^{79}\) He also argues that advances in information technology and data analytics may make possible substantial improvements to real-time, dynamic analyses of mergers.\(^{74}\)

The growing interest by legal scholars in the use of AI tools for antitrust parallels an increasing recognition by economists in the value of using more sophisticated, dynamic analysis to assess market competitiveness and to identify rent-seeking behavior.\(^{75}\) Economists have relied on machine learning to help enhance their market analyses, whether in estimating counterfactuals or solving dynamic games.\(^{76}\)

Of course, even with an increasing recognition of how machine learning can improve economic analysis, economists and government regulators will not find that every question can be answered best by machine learning.\(^{77}\) Analyses of well-
studied sectors can be, and likely will still be, best approached using other analytic techniques. Moreover, data limitations will prove an impediment to the use of machine-learning algorithms in many contexts.

Nevertheless, assuming data availability, machine learning does promise to be helpful for identifying patterns that deserve greater antitrust scrutiny. Firms themselves are said to find these algorithms useful to support their own internal compliance management systems. Machine-learning algorithms may be especially useful for public regulators in monitoring market behaviors and outcomes in newer, data-rich settings where existing economic theory remains limited—a category of business that seems only destined to grow larger in the years ahead. Machine learning is also likely to facilitate improvements in antitrust regulators’ decision-making about how to target scarce resources for enforcement investigation.

In an increasingly complex, dynamic market environment, antitrust authorities will need better ways to identify problems and problematic behavior by firms. Even when machine-learning tools cannot by themselves support authoritative judgments of market concentration or anticompetitive behavior, they are likely to be able to help regulators determine where to look more closely by identifying anomalies in pricing and other market behavior, or by relying on various proxies to forecast likely perpetrators of collusive conduct. Overall, market imperatives and technological capabilities will increasingly point antitrust authorities toward greater reliance on the use of machine-learning algorithms to carry out their missions.

III. Antitrust by Algorithm’s Institutional Challenges

Initial exploration of the use of algorithmic tools is currently possible for many antitrust authorities, and some competition bodies are already starting to make incremental moves to enhance their reliance on computational technology. It is thus no longer difficult to imagine a qualitatively distinct future in which antitrust
regulators, as with regulators more generally, come to rely much more extensively on machine learning to automate tasks and functions currently handled by humans.\textsuperscript{85} Indeed, for the reasons we have outlined, it seems apparent that moving toward substantial reliance on artificial intelligence to oversee market behavior—that is, toward antitrust by algorithm—will be a sensible strategy if authorities are to fulfill antitrust’s goals in a marketplace driven itself by algorithms. But making significant changes to reorganize and reconceive antitrust oversight in an algorithmic era will not be easy. As we have noted, antitrust authorities may well need to be given new legislative authorities and the substantive nature of antitrust law may need to be rewritten to some degree.\textsuperscript{86} Regardless of any substantive changes to the law, antitrust bodies will also need the leadership vision and resources to overcome a series of institutional challenges in making a transition to antitrust by algorithm.

As much as the rationale for antitrust authorities’ pursuit of machine learning can be readily understood in general terms given changes in market dynamics, the managers of antitrust authorities will need to make a series of concrete decisions about exactly when and for what purposes to use specific kinds of algorithmic tools, as well as how those tools should be designed and deployed. In making these decisions, managers should obviously focus in the first instance on whether the use of algorithmic tools will improve their organizations’ performance in terms of fulfilling their market oversight missions. Especially if automated tools are to replace humans in the performance of certain tasks or functions, the guiding question should be whether the digital algorithms can perform better than trained humans—with “better” operationalized in terms of outcomes specified by the antitrust organization’s leaders, including increased accuracy and speed in spotting collusion or other rent-seeking behavior.\textsuperscript{87}

A variety of factors will affect machine-learning algorithms’ performance at tasks within antitrust organizations. Some factors are inherent in how algorithms function: they require large volumes of reliable and relevant data along with well-specified, mathematically stated goals.\textsuperscript{88} If these inherent preconditions for using algorithmic tools cannot be met, then antitrust authorities will not be able to deploy them to their advantage. For example, in situations where market conditions are rapidly changing, it will be imperative for the antitrust regulator to have a steady supply of current data, or else the algorithm will suffer from “brittleness”—a problem of external validity.\textsuperscript{89}

In noting the need for data, we do not mean to suggest that the amount of—or even the currency of—data available to antitrust authorities will be an exogenous

\textsuperscript{85} Coglianese & Lehr, supra note 55.
\textsuperscript{86} See supra Part II.
\textsuperscript{87} Coglianese & Lai, supra note 61.
\textsuperscript{89} Of course, it bears noting that if conditions are indeed rapidly changing, then relying on traditional tools may well be even more brittle, with machine learning still performing comparatively better.
condition out of an antitrust authority’s control. On the contrary, data availability, like other resources, may be adjustable and will be just one of the institutional challenges that authorities will face in shifting toward an era of antitrust by algorithm. Overall, authorities will need to address three types of institutional challenges which we identify in this final part of this paper: (a) building their organizations’ capacities to make effective and responsible use of advances in predictive analytics; (b) avoiding legal pitfalls and challenges to governmental reliance on artificial intelligence; and (c) ensuring public confidence and trust in their use of algorithmic tools. These institutional challenges are interconnected. Antitrust authorities will need to build sufficient organizational capacity if they are to use artificial intelligence tools responsibly, which will help in building trust and overcoming any legal challenges.

A – Building Organizational Capacity

Data availability will be the first organizational capacity hurdle that antitrust authorities must overcome. If antitrust by algorithm is justified by the rapid pace of market activity—including activity driven itself by private actors’ use of algorithms—then antitrust regulators will almost surely need data access at a speed that mirrors the market activity the regulators are seeking to oversee. To obtain this access, antitrust officials could insist on including real-time sharing of digital data on a case-by-case basis as part of the settlement agreements they negotiate in enforcement actions taken against firms.90 More generally, some firms might be persuaded to provide such data access voluntarily on a regular basis.91 But perhaps more likely, legislatures or antitrust agencies will need to establish legal requirements for data-sharing to ensure that all firms provide necessary data access to antitrust authorities.92

Access to necessary data, though, is only part of the overall capacity needed by antitrust organizations if they are to transform significantly in their reliance on artificial intelligence. Organizations also need hardware and cloud computing capacity to store and analyze these massive quantities of data. Although the dramatic advances in computing power in recent decades are precisely what have made the machine-learning revolution feasible, many governmental IT systems nevertheless remain significantly older, even antiquated.93 Moreover, governments not only need up-to-date hardware for data storage and analysis; they also need to invest in the technologies and operational procedures required for robust privacy

90 Harrington, supra note 83, at 252.
92 Geoffrey G. Parker, Georgios Petropoulos & Marshall W. Van Alstyne, Digital Platforms and Antitrust, in OXFORD HANDBOOK OF TRANSNATIONAL ECONOMIC GOVERNANCE (Eric Brousseau, Jean-Michel Glachant & Jérôme Sgard eds., 2022), https://www.brougel.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/WP-2020-06-1.pdf; Schrepel, supra note 1, at 6. Because many of the most significant businesses subject to antitrust scrutiny in the years ahead will have a transnational scope, international regulatory cooperation and even data-sharing will also be important.
and cybersecurity protection of all the data they use. Here, too, governments' current capacity has generally been lacking, with vulnerabilities that antitrust authorities will need to guard against in their data operations.

Antitrust authorities will need adequate human capital and expertise as well. Even though machine learning is usually referred to as artificial intelligence, self-learning analysis still depends vitally on humans to program and structure algorithms, as well as to train, test, validate, and refine them. Antitrust authorities—which already do have staffs of economists and other analysts—will need to ensure that these analytic personnel also possess the latest data science skills as well as exhibit appropriate sensitivity to legal and ethical issues presented by governmental use of artificial intelligence. It will always be challenging to build or maintain an in-house workforce with cutting-edge analytic skills, as public sector organizations face inherent competitive disadvantages vis-à-vis the private sector when it comes to recruiting expertise.

When antitrust authorities rely on private contractors and consulting firms to provide necessary human capital to support algorithmic antitrust tools, they must ensure that their procurement contracts protect their organizations and ensure sufficient access to information that may need to be disclosed in litigation or in response to other public oversight demands.
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96 For a general discussion of the need to build up the human capital within antitrust agencies, see Alison Coglianese & Eric Lampmann, Antitrust’s Implementation Blind Side: Challenges to Major Expansion of U.S. Competition Policy, 65 ANTITRUST BULL. 227, 247–48 (2020).


B – Avoiding Legal Pitfalls

Outside of the antitrust context, legal conflicts and public controversies have already arisen over governmental use of algorithmic tools. Antitrust authorities should prepare for similar disputes whenever they make a significant shift to relying on algorithmic tools. The range of legal issues that antitrust by algorithm will implicate parallel those that arise with administrative use of machine learning more generally: accountability, transparency, equality, privacy, and due process. Although antitrust authorities, like other governmental entities, will likely often enjoy a practical, if not legal, advantage in court, their prospects of prevailing in court will depend on the law in the specific jurisdictions in which they reside, the particularities of their use of machine-learning algorithms, and the performance of specific algorithmic tools.

But to generalize: When these tools are used to support discretionary actions—for example, general background research—algorithms will pose the least amount of legal risk for antitrust regulators. Similarly, when machine learning is used simply to identify potential firms to target for human follow-up and investigation, these uses are likely to escape judicial interference, especially when human-gathered and human-analyzed evidence forms the actual basis for any subsequently imposed enforcement penalties. Perhaps for this same reason, wherever machine-learning algorithms are used merely to supplement, rather than
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101 For a general discussion of litigation risks associated with governmental use of algorithmic tools, see Coglianese & Lai, supra note 61, at 1356–59.


103 The United States, for example, is widely viewed as having a distinctively adversarial legalistic approach to public policy and administration. ROBERT A. KAGAN, ADVERSARIAL LEGALISM: THE AMERICAN WAY OF LAW (2d ed. 2019). Nevertheless, federal courts tend to defer to administrative agencies in highly technical or scientific matters, which challenges to the use of advanced algorithms in antitrust matters would certainly involve. ADRIAN VERMEULE, LAW’S ABNEGATION: FROM LAW’S EMPIRE TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE STATE 34 (2016).

104 In the United States, antitrust enforcement discretion is treated as “committed to agency discretion” and hence not ordinarily reviewable by courts. Heckler v. Chaney, 470 U.S. 821 (1985). For a discussion of the reviewability of algorithmic selection of enforcement targets, see Coglianese & Lehr, supra note 55, at 1169–70.
replace, any kind of human decision-making by antitrust officials, they will likely be less susceptible to reversal by the courts.\textsuperscript{105}

Transparency and due process considerations are nevertheless likely to loom large in any lawsuits that are filed challenging antitrust by algorithm. Machine-learning algorithms can achieve highly accurate forecasts but it is not easy for humans to understand or intuitively explain how these algorithms reach their predictions.\textsuperscript{106} These algorithms also typically do not directly support causal or even correlative claims—that is, conclusions that businesses with certain characteristics or behaviors are more likely to engage in anticompetitive behavior.\textsuperscript{107} Nevertheless, in some countries it may be legally sufficient for antitrust authorities to release only relatively limited information about their algorithms—limited, in some cases, to only the objective functions and general structures—or even to be exempt altogether from disclosing any information if the algorithms are used for law enforcement purposes.\textsuperscript{108} But even in these jurisdictions, the law may change, as it has in some countries to date. Under the 2016 European General Data Protection Regulation, for example, businesses that are subjected to algorithmic tools deployed by antitrust authorities will enjoy at least some right to an explanation of how these algorithms work.\textsuperscript{109}

Furthermore, some of the same concerns that stand behind calls for consumer protection regulation of artificial intelligence in the private sector may apply whenever the government uses algorithms for consequential purposes. If antitrust or consumer protection agencies demand disclosure of information related to private firms’ use of algorithms, they might reasonably expect that the public will demand similar disclosures of their own use of algorithms. It is unsurprising, for example, that the European Commission’s 2021 proposal for AI regulation would apply to both private and public sector uses of artificial intelligence.\textsuperscript{110}

Antitrust regulators may also face legal challenges related to algorithmic bias, especially should their own algorithms lead to outcomes that unfairly impose disproportionate impacts on businesses owned by women or members of certain racial or religious groups.\textsuperscript{111} The potential for algorithmic bias has given rise to a
considerable degree of legal and public concern in other contexts, especially when machine-learning algorithms are trained on data that are already infused with human biases. Such concern is most palpable with algorithms trained on general law enforcement data, because crime data are infused with historical, human-created biases. In addition, algorithmic bias is a particular concern in settings where individuals rather than organizations are directly affected or targeted by algorithms. For these reasons, algorithmic bias may seem, at least at first glance, less of a concern with the algorithmic tools likely to be used by antitrust authorities. Nevertheless, given the importance and salience of concerns of algorithmic bias, it would be prudent for antitrust analysts and decision-makers to address these concerns when pursuing antitrust by algorithm.

C – Ensuring Public Trust

Antitrust by algorithm’s very promise for advancing the goals of competition law in a dynamic market environment makes it important for antitrust regulators to exercise prudence as they move forward with greater reliance on algorithmic tools. Although antitrust law and its administration might have once seemed largely a technical regulatory domain of interest to a specialized group of lawyers, economists, and academics, today the field of antitrust is much more publicly salient and contested than it has been for decades. When increased public interest in antitrust law is paired with the existence of palpable public concerns about the fairness and transparency of artificial intelligence, it is clear that regulators’ overarching approach to antitrust by algorithm must be thoughtfully executed with appropriate validation, transparency, and public consultation. If governmental efforts to pursue computational antitrust are too hastily pursued—or are mismanaged or inadequately overseen—unintended problems or controversy may set back progress in the responsible and effective deployment of computational antitrust.

In the United States, constitutional principles of equal protection probably do not stand in the way of federal antitrust authorities’ use of machine-learning algorithms—absent clear evidence of racial animus. See Coglianese & Lehr, supra note 55, at 1191–1205.

For background on public trust as it pertains to artificial intelligence, see Brian Stanton & Theodore Jensen, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Trust and Artificial Intelligence, NISTIR 8300.
In developing and relying on algorithmic tools, antitrust authorities should also account for emerging principles and best practices for public sector entities’ responsible use of artificial intelligence. As the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has noted, uses “of AI in the public sector present challenges, as public administrations must ensure a high standard of transparency and accountability for their actions, especially those that directly impact individuals.” The OECD has adopted a series of principles for the responsible use of artificial intelligence that, among other things, calls upon government officials to “commit to transparency and responsible disclosure regarding AI systems” and “to enable those affected by an AI system to understand the outcome” that it generates and challenge any adverse decisions that result from its use. Similar recommendations and guidance have been offered around the world in recent years by governmental authorities, industry groups, and nongovernmental standard-setting bodies.

In moving toward antitrust by algorithm, government officials should begin by engaging in their own basic decision analysis before launching into the design and development of a tool or system that relies on machine-learning analysis. Most importantly, they should focus on whether a contemplated system or tool would likely improve their oversight of industry. In other words, they should ask: What might be some of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats associated with a proposed AI system or tool? It will almost certainly be prudent for antitrust authorities to start off small, gaining experience with such tools on uses with lower stakes before attempting to apply them to matters of high stakes.

Algorithmic impact assessments and algorithmic auditing are increasingly considered to be best practices in both private and public sector deployment of
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artificial intelligence, and they should likewise become part of antitrust regulators’ internal processes for deciding to design and deploy algorithms.\(^{126}\) These processes should include documented efforts to verify that the algorithms are working as designed and to validate that they are achieving in practice the goals established for them. In setting goals and validating an algorithm’s performance against these goals, government officials may find it useful to consult with members of the public to provide transparency about their plans.\(^{127}\) Public engagement surrounding algorithmic design can help government officials anticipate undesirable consequences and avoid unduly narrow thinking.\(^{128}\) Even when authorities use algorithmic tools for law enforcement purposes that counsel against extensive transparency and public consultation, it is still possible for officials to ensure robust internal review processes, establish expert peer reviews under confidentiality agreements, and even disclose certain general information to the public.\(^{129}\)

By adhering to best practices throughout all stages of the design and deployment of algorithmic tools and systems, antitrust authorities can more likely ensure that they can reap the advantages that come from these tools and systems while also maintaining the trust of the business community and the broader public.\(^{130}\) In other words, moving responsibility toward antitrust by algorithm will necessitate more than just making technological advances. It will require meeting the institutional challenges involved in building the right kind of human expertise, ethical practices, and organizational processes surrounding governmental use of artificial intelligence. Meeting these challenges should also help reduce any legal
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\(^{128}\) Coglianese & Lai, supra note 61; cf. Cary Coglianese, Heather Kilmarin, & Evan Mendelson, Transparency and Public Participation in the Federal Rulemaking Process: Recommendations for the New Administration, 77 Geo. Wash. U. L. Rev. 924, 927 (2009) (“Increased participation allows agencies to obtain information that may help them better understand how current policies could be improved and also how the public or regulated parties would respond to a change in policy. Participation can therefore help decision-makers better foresee and appreciate the impact of decisions they are contemplating.”); Michael Asimov, Nonlegislative Rulemaking and Regulatory Reform, 1985 Duke L.J. 381, 402–03 (1985) (noting that public engagement “broadens an agency’s perspective, which otherwise might not extend beyond the views of the staff or the client groups with whom the staff regularly consults”).

\(^{129}\) Coglianese & Lehr, supra note 106.

\(^{130}\) Cary Coglianese & Kat Hefter, From Negative to Positive AI Rights, WM. & MARY BILL RTS. J. (forthcoming).
risks that antitrust agencies may find associated with the transition to computational antitrust.

**Conclusion**

The digital technologies transforming private markets present daunting challenges for all regulators. But perhaps nowhere more than in the realm of antitrust do the rapid changes created by digital platforms, dynamic pricing algorithms, and other new technologies present a more direct challenge to governmental performance. Today’s technological advances are leading to markets rife with possibilities for increasingly subtle and evasive forms of anticompetitive behavior by private firms. If antitrust authorities simply maintain their operational and analytic status quo, they are likely to be left behind by private sector innovation and will fail to fulfill their public mandates.

But just as technological advances present new problems for antitrust authorities, they also present potential new solutions that can assist antitrust regulators in identifying and addressing anticompetitive behavior. To implement these new machine-learning solutions with success, antitrust authorities must build up their organizational capacity to deploy algorithms effectively and responsibly. An increasing shift to the algorithmic administration of antitrust law and policy will not be easy and may pose some risk of new legal challenges. But with thoughtful design and development, along with appropriate transparency and public engagement, antitrust authorities should be able to build public confidence in, and withstand judicial scrutiny of, their use of “antitrust by algorithm.”